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The presence of synchronized, collective twist motions of the Watson-Crick base pairs in DNA duplexes
helicoidal standing waves can efficiently enhance the - orbital overlapping between nonconsecutive base
pairs via a long-range, phonon-correlated tunneling effect. The resulting structural patterns are described within
the framework of dynamical phyllotaxis, providing a realistic treatment which takes into account both the
intrinsic three-dimensional, helicoidal geometry of DNA, and the coupling between the electronic degrees of
freedom and double-helix DNA molecular dynamics at low frequencies. The main features of the resulting
electronic band structures are discussed for several resonance frequencies of interest, highlighting the possible
biophysical implications of the obtained results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When macromolecules of biological interest are consid-
ered from the viewpoint of condensed-matter physics a fun-
damental question naturally arises regarding the potential
role of certain physical properties on their biological func-
tion. For instance, the nature of DNA-mediated charge mi-
gration has been related to the understanding of damage rec-
ognition process, protein binding, or with the task of
designing nanoscale sensing of genomic mutations, opening
new challenges for emerging nanobiotechnologies.1–3 Charge
migration in DNA depends on the coupling between  orbit-
als belonging to neighboring nucleobases stacked along the
helix axis direction, which is measured in terms of the -
orbital overlapping transfer integral, t.4 As a first approxima-
tion transfer integral values were usually computed for ide-
alized DNA geometries assuming that t does not significantly
change with the molecular geometry during charge migration
the so-called Condon approximation. Among all possible
configurations of a given base pairs bps stack, the so-called
eclipsed one i.e., vanishing relative twist angle between
neighboring bps exhibits the strongest electronic coupling
for charge transfer e.g., t=0.372 eV for a G:C2 stack
with an interplanar separation of 0.34 nm.5 However, in the
canonical B-DNA form, consecutive bps are twisted an angle
0 /5 at equilibrium conditions. As a result, the - or-
bital overlapping is substantially reduced as compared to that
corresponding to the optimal geometrical configuration e.g.,
t=0.047 eV for the previously considered G:C2 stack in
this case.5 In addition, at physiological temperatures the
relative orientation of neighboring bases becomes a function
of time due to thermal fluctuations, thereby modifying their
mutual overlapping in an oscillatory way. Accordingly, the
electronic coupling between nucleobases is very sensitive to
structural fluctuations and the Condon approximation is
rather limited.6–8
Making use of molecular-dynamics calculations it was
shown that the standard deviation of the nucleobases cou-
pling is much larger than its average value. This result indi-
cates that charge transport in DNA preferentially occurs in
specific conformations, which may considerably deviate
from the canonical B-DNA structure.9 In fact, recent studies
have revealed that transfer integral values are extremely sen-
sitive to conformational fluctuations, so that the transport
efficiency calculated ignoring dynamical effects can be un-
derestimated by several orders of magnitude.5,10 Thus, de-
pending on the DNA sequence composition, its length and
effective temperature, reported transfer integral values can
vary over a relatively broad interval, ranging from t=0.01 to
t=0.4 eV.6,11–21 These figures imply charge migration time
scales within the range  / t2–66 fs for coherent tunnel-
ing. Nevertheless, femtosecond spectroscopy experiments
aimed at determining the rates of DNA charge-transport pro-
cesses unveiled a two-step decay process with characteristic
time scales of 5–10 and 75 ps, respectively,22,23 which cannot
be accounted for in terms of coherent tunneling processes
alone. The 75-ps time scale is about one order of magnitude
larger than the typical figure for lattice or intramolecular dy-
namical degrees of freedom, and may probably be related to
the presence of localized electronic states undergoing ther-
mally induced hopping migration. On the other hand, it has
been suggested that the 5–10-ps time scale could be related
to an electron-phonon coupling mechanism between the elec-
tronic degrees of freedom and molecular vibrations, thereby
resulting in a substantial reduction in the coherent tunneling
time scale from fs to ps. Nonetheless, a detailed physical
scenario describing such a proposed mechanism is still miss-
ing.
Over the longest ns time scales currently accessible by
full atomistic modular dynamics simulations the double-
helix undergoes large-scale global oscillatory motions domi-
nated by rise and twist oscillations of the bp planes as a
whole.24 In particular, typical fluctuation angles for twist
modes are about 5–10° in the ps to ns time window. These
motions dominate the range of molecular conformations gen-
erated by thermal agitation and are most relevant to any bio-
logical process which relies on shape recognition. The role
of thermal fluctuations on the charge-transfer efficiency has
been discussed in a number of previous works where these
fluctuations are treated by sampling the initial angular ve-
locities and twist angles from a Boltzmann distribution at a
given temperature.19,20,25–30 These works dealt with oversim-
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plified spatial structures, where DNA chain is described in
terms of effective linear one-dimensional or ladderlike
two-dimensional models.31 Subsequently, the combined ef-
fect of helical structure and bps twist motion on charge trans-
fer through more realistic duplex DNA at low temperatures
was considered.32 The physical picture emerging from that
work was that although an ensemble of bps twisting back
and forth around the helix axis generally results in a de-
graded charge-transfer efficiency, a significant improvement
of charge migration can occur via charge coupling to certain
lattice modes at low temperatures, in line with several works
suggesting that structural fluctuations may facilitate charge
transfer in DNA.9,33,34 In fact, recent quantum-mechanics/
molecular-dynamics studies of a duplex GT15 oligomer
have shown the presence of large fluctuations of t2 the mag-
nitude determining the charge-transfer rate about one order
of magnitude larger than the averaged t2 value, occurring
every 1 ps on the average.5 Following this approach, a sys-
tematic study of those  stack conformations leading to
higher mobilities has been performed for several DNA du-
plex oligomers.10 However, the analysis of the obtained
molecular-dynamics snapshots does not provide a clear
enough picture on the spatial stack structures showing the
best hole mobility. Accordingly, some complementary ap-
proaches would be welcome in order to get a more detailed
picture of the optimal DNA stack configurations.5,6,11
Spurred by these results, in the present work we shall
study the physical role of collective twist motions of the bps
which occur in a synchronized manner, giving rise to the
emergence of helicoidal standing waves in the DNA duplex.
The resulting structural patterns will be described in the
framework of dynamical phyllotaxis, by focusing on the
presence of long-range spatial correlation effects mediated
by twist phonons coupling. Though strictly speaking phyllo-
taxis is a botanical issue,35 in a wider sense, the notion of
phyllotaxis can be applied to a variety of physical systems
that exhibit a self-organization very similar to a botanical
one, like Bernard convection cells,36 or vortex lattices in
superconductors.37 In these systems the emergence of phyl-
lotactic patterns can be studied under controlled situations by
mimicking the growth conditions in a plant. To this end,
basic botanical elements were treated as pointlike particles
interacting through a repulsive potential and their location
was determined by calculating the total energy due to all the
previous ones, then placing the new element at the point of
minimum energy.38 Accordingly, these results suggest that
phyllotaxis may be a general phenomenon in soft lattices
composed of interacting subsystems under strong deforma-
tion conditions. Quite remarkably, these conditions are ful-
filled by DNA chains as we will show in the present work. In
this way, we disclose the relationships between a number of
- overlapping resonance frequencies and the main fea-
tures of the resulting DNA electronic band structure, provid-
ing a realistic treatment which takes into account i the in-
trinsic three-dimensional, helicoidal geometry of DNA, and
ii the coupling between the electronic degrees of freedom
and low frequency duplex DNA molecular dynamics.
II. DNA MODEL DESCRIPTION
Two kinds of order coexist in biological DNA, each one
related to two separate subsystems in the DNA helix, namely,
the nucleobase system and the backbone system.39–41 Thus,
one has periodic structural order at the atomic scale in the
sugar-phosphate backbone, yielding discrete Bragg spots in
x-ray diffraction patterns, which exhibit a characteristic St.
Andrew’s cross-shaped pattern. On the other hand, one has
aperiodic, informative chemical order at the molecular scale,
as determined by the sequence of Watson-Crick bps. The
chemical order of the bps sequence can be properly charac-
terized by ab initio quantum chemistry calculations, which
properly highlight the emergence of molecular orbitals be-
yond the atomic scale. In order to describe the nucleobase
system electronic structure, defining most basic properties of
DNA molecule, we must consider a model Hamiltonian ac-
counting for different scales of time and energy by means of
an adequate choice of generalized coordinates describing
both electronic and dynamic DNA degrees of freedom. Thus,
effective model Hamiltonians can be expressed as the sum of
two main contributions H=He+Hl, where He describes the
charge dynamics over the -stacked electronic system and
Hl describes the duplex DNA dynamics. The electronic de-
grees of freedom of a double-stranded DNA including
sugar-phosphate and environmental effects are described in
terms of the effective Hamiltonian,32,42,43
He = 
n=1
N
˜nEcn
†cn − 
n=1
N−1
tn,n+1cn
†cn+1 + cn+1
† cn , 1
where cn
† cn is the creation annihilation operator for a
charge at nth site, and N is the number of bps. Equation 1
describes the charge propagation through a DNA duplex in
terms of an equivalent one-dimensional lattice, where the
renormalized ”atoms” correspond to complementary pairs in
the original DNA molecule whose on-site energies ˜nE
 	E ,E
 depend on the charge energy E and enclose
the quantum description of the Watson-Crick bp energetics
through the expressions42,43
E = 0 + 1E +
2tb
2
E − 
, E = 0 + 1E +
2tb
2
E − 
,
2
with 0a0−1, 0b0−1, a0 tGC+2G+C, b0
 tAT+2A+T, 1G
2 +C
2  / tb
2
, and 1A
2 +T
2 / tb
2
,
where tGCAT describes the hydrogen bonding between the
complementary bases, k are the nucleobases on-site ener-
gies, tb describes the transfer integral between backbone and
base states, and  accounts for the sugar-phosphate backbone
on-site energies, generally depending on the presence of wa-
ter molecules and counterions attached to the backbone. Fi-
nally, the parameter tn,n+1 describes the - overlapping
transfer integral, where n,n+1 measures the relative angular
displacement between two adjacent bps around the helix
axis. For small enough twists this transfer integral can be
approximated as32
tn,n1  t01 − 	n,n12 , 3
where t0 is the transfer integral value corresponding to the
eclipsed geometry i.e., n0 and the dimensionless param-
eter 	 
¯R0 / l020 measures the coupling strength be-
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tween the charge and the lattice system, where R01 nm is
the B-DNA equilibrium radius, l0=h02+4R02 sin20 /2
0.7 nm, is the equilibrium distance between neighboring
bases along the helical strand, h00.34 nm is the equilib-
rium separation between two successive bp planes along the
helix axis, and 
¯1+ 
pp /
pp, where 
pp and 
pp de-
scribe the hybridization matrix elements between neighbor-
ing bases pz orbitals.4 Equation 3 generalizes the function
adopted in some previous works, which implicitly assumed
	=1 /2 i.e., t t0 cos n,n1.25,27,28,44,45
When describing the phonon dynamics in DNA one can
disregard the inner degrees of freedom of the bases, since we
can separate the fast vibrational motions of atoms about their
equilibrium positions from the slower motions of molecular
groups. In this work we shall focus on the low-frequency
dominant twist mode, hence keeping the DNA radius con-
stant. In that case, one can express the lattice Hamiltonian in
the form32
Hl =
1
22n=1
N pn
2
mn
+ 4k
n=1
N−1 c2n,n+12 + R02 sin2 n,n+1 − l02 
2
,
4
where R02+c2, c=h0 /0, mn is the bp mass, pn is the
angular momentum, k is the effective force constant upon
distortion of the sugar-phosphate backbone, and n,n+1
n,n+1 /2. From data listed in Table I one realizes that,
though the masses of the four nucleotides are different, when
paired according to Chargaff’s rule one gets mG+mCmA
+mT653.50.5. Accordingly, one can safely assume a
common value for all the bps in the chain i.e., mn=2 ∀n,
with 326.75 u.m.a.. This remarkable symmetry nicely
illustrates the significant role of the chemically based Char-
gaff’s rule in the physical, dynamical behavior of DNA
chains.48 The low-frequency dynamical response is obtained
linearizing the canonical equations of motion derived from
Eq. 4 by considering only linear terms to obtain,32
¨ n,n+1 − 
¨
n,n−1 = 0
2n+1,n+2 − 3n,n+1 + 3n,n−1 − n−1,n−2 ,
5
where 0k / is the natural twist frequency of each bp
06.41011 rad /s; T02 /09.8 ps. Equation 5
describes a correlated motion involving three consecutive
bps codon unit. Searching for solutions in the form of lin-
ear waves we plug the ansatz n,k=20eit cosn,kq, where
q is the wave number and n,kn+kl0 /2 measures the cor-
relation length between bps in l0 units, into Eq. 5 to obtain
the previously reported dispersion-relation 2
=40
2 sin2ql0 /2.46 Physically, this ansatz can be regarded as
describing the superposition of two waves of the form
20eitqn,k /2 propagating in opposite sense along the
DNA chain. Thus, we are considering stationary patterns re-
lated to helical standing waves resulting from the superposi-
tion of orchestrated twist oscillations propagating back and
forth the DNA chain.
Making use of n,k into Eq. 3 one can express the
Schrödinger equation corresponding to Eq. 1 in the form
E − ˜nEn − 0n+1 + n−1 + Bn+1T2n+1
+ n−1T2n−1 = 0, 6
where 0 t01−	0
2, B t0	0
2
, and Tk
cosk cos−1  are Chebyshev polynomials of the first
kind with 1−2 /20
2  −1,1. The first two terms
in Eq. 6 describe the charge dynamics including helical
geometry effects along with a complete account of nucle-
otide energetics in the standard tight-binding form. The last
term in Eq. 6 describes charge-lattice dynamical effects. In
order to clearly grasp the physics underlying Eq. 6 it is
convenient to properly rewrite this last term. To this end, we
make use of the multiplication formula Tk+l=TkTl− 1
−2Uk−1Ul−1, where Uk−1sink cos−1  /1−2 are
Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, along with the
functional equations T2k=Tk22−1 and U2k−1
=2Uk−122−1. In this way, taking into account the rela-
tionships T1=, U0=1, and U−2=−1, we can
express
T2n1 =Tn˜  1 −˜ Un−1˜  , 7
where ˜ 22−1 ˜  −1,1. Finally, making use of the
recurrence relations
Unx − xUn−1x − Tnx = 0,
Tnx − xUn−1x + Un−2x = 0, 8
in Eq. 7, we get
T2n1 gn,n1˜  , 9
with,
gn,n+1˜  = Un˜  − Un−1˜  , 10
TABLE I. Parameters adopted for the effective Hamiltonian
considered in this work. Electronic Hamiltonian parameters are ar-
ranged in order to illustrate the different energy scales of relevance
in the DNA system in eV Refs. 42 and 43. Nucleotides masses
including nucleobase, sugar and phosphate group masses are ex-
pressed in u.m.a. units. Sugar-phosphate backbone elastic constant k
and charge-lattice coupling coefficient 	 values taken from Ref. 46
and Ref. 47, respectively.
Model Hamiltonian parameters
=12.27
G=7.77, C=8.87
A=8.25, T=9.13
tb=1.5, t0=0.15
tGC=0.90, tAT=0.34
mG=347.05, mC=307.05
mA=331.06, mT=322.05
k=0.014 eV Å−2
	=2.92
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gn,n−1˜  = Un−1˜  − Un−2˜  . 11
Thus, we can rewrite Eq. 6 in the standard tight-binding
form
E − ˜nEn − ˜n,n+1n+1 − ˜n,n−1n−1 = 0, 12
where
˜n,n1  t0	1 − 	0
21 +gn,n1˜ 
 , 13
with
 =
20
2
− 2
20
2 , 
˜
=
2 + 202 − 22 − 202 − 2
20
4 .
14
Equation 12 contains detailed information about the
electronic structure of the double-helix in terms of the energy
dependent on-site energies ˜nE given by Eq. 2 along with
the frequency dependent transfer integrals ˜n,n+1 given by
Eq. 13. These transfer integrals describe a - overlapping
modulation between successive bps which depends on the
twist frequency value. Accordingly, for each considered fre-
quency  one obtains a specific distribution of transfer inte-
grals values through the chain resulting from the charge-
lattice coupling. The simplest possible distribution
corresponds to the resonance frequency =20 =0,
˜ =−1, for which we obtain the homogeneous distribution
˜n,n+1=0 ∀n. The dispersion relation yields the wave-
length value =4l0 in this case, hence indicating that the
period of the corresponding helical standing wave extends
over five bps along the DNA backbone i.e., half a period of
the B-DNA unit cell containing 10 bps. Similarly simple
˜n,n+1 distributions are obtained for the frequency spec-
trum band edges 
−
=0 =1, ˜ =1 and +=20 =−1,
˜ =1. In fact, keeping in mind the relationship Un1=n
+1 in Eq. 10, one gets gn,n+11=1 ∀n, so that we obtain
the homogeneous distributions n,n+1+= t0a, and
n,n+1−= t01−2	0
2b ∀n, from Eq. 13. The fre-
quency 
−
with 
−
= l0 describes the shortest helical stand-
ing wave, comprising just two consecutive bps in its period
length. On the other hand, the frequency + with +=2l0
describes a helical standing wave spreading over three con-
secutive bps forming a typical codon unit.
III. LONG-RANGE CORRELATED RESONANCE
EFFECTS
The physical picture inspiring the following approach is
based on the fact that the presence of collective, orchestrated
twist motions around the DNA helix axis can efficiently en-
hance the - orbital overlapping between bps which are
not necessarily close to each other along the backbone chain,
hence promoting charge transfer via a long-range, phonon-
correlated tunneling effect. This property is intimately re-
lated to the helical geometry of the nucleobases arrangement
along the duplex chain and expresses the fact that their order
of appearance n label does not always coincide with the
relative values of their metric distance to each other. This
important feature is illustrated in Fig. 1a, where we see that
the distance between nucleotides n and n+3 is shorter than
that between the consecutive nucleotides n and n+1. Under
appropriate resonance conditions this local feature, involving
a relatively small number of neighboring nucleotides, ex-
tends over the entire DNA chain as a consequence of the
structural periodicity of the resulting helical standing wave.
Figure 1b schematically depicts the relative positions of a
series of successive bps for a typical wave. The bps dimer
labeled A represents two optimally orientated bps attaining a
large - orbital overlapping. Due to the twist modulation,
successive bps will progressively separate from this optimal
configuration B, eventually reaching the worst one C,
then progressively twisting back D, to finally reach the op-
timal overlap configuration again E. The distance between
both optimally twist matched bps dimers A and E defines the
standing-wave correlation length, which is conveniently
measured by the number of intervening bps, m. The reso-
nance condition then requires that the dimers A and E will
share the same transfer integral value for a given frequency
value . Such a requirement can be mathematically ex-
pressed in the form ˜n,n+1= ˜n+m,n+1+m, where n de-
notes an arbitrary position along the chain. According to Eq.
13 the condition above reduces to gn,n+1=gn+m,n+1+m, which
after Eq. 10 leads to Un˜ −Un−1˜ =Un+m˜ 
−Un+m−1˜ . Then, making use of the relationships
Un+mx=UnxTmx+Tn+1xUm−1x, and Um+n−1x
=Um−1xTnx+TmxUn−1x, the long-range resonance
condition reads
Tm − 1Un − Un−1 + Um−1Tn+1 − Tn = 0, 15
where for the sake of clarity we have dropped out the argu-
ment dependence of the Chebyshev polynomials on the vari-
m
A B C D E
n
n+3
n+1
dn,n+3
dn,n+1
n+2
dn,n+2
a)
b)
FIG. 1. a Arbitrary sequence of three consecutive nucleotides
along a helical path whose metric distances satisfy the relationship
dn,n+3dn,n+2dn,n+1. b Sketch showing a characteristic duplex
DNA helical standing-wave pattern. The vertical lines depict the
cross-section projections of each bp along the helix axis, their
length providing a measure of their twist magnitude. Thick lines
represent the sugar-phosphate profile. Optimally - overlapping
bps are indicated by the presence of the ovals. m measures the -
overlapping resonance correlation length. For more details see the
text.
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able ˜ . By properly combining Eqs. 8 one obtains
Tn+1 − Tn = ˜ − 1Un + Un−1 , 16
so that one can express Eq. 15 in the more convenient form
Um − Um−1 − 1Un + 1 − Um−1 + Um−2Un−1 = 0. 17
In this way, by fixing the correlation length value m, the
resonance condition ˜n,n+1= ˜n+m,n+1+m is expressed in
terms of a relationship involving Chebyshev polynomials of
the second kind which can be solved in order to determine
the corresponding frequency values. In the trivial case m=1,
Eq. 17 reduces to 2˜ −1Un˜ =0 ∀n, which leads to the
solutions ˜ =1⇒= 	0,1
. These solutions correspond
to the frequencies =20, −=0, and +=20, previously
discussed in Sec. II. In the case m=2, making use of Eq. 8
along with the recursion relation Un+1x−2xUnx
+Un−1x=0, Eq. 17 becomes 2˜ −1Un+1+Un=0,
which, according to Eq. 16, is equivalent to the condition
Tn+2˜ =Tn+1˜  ∀n, leading to the solutions ˜ =1⇒
= 	1
. Thus, the solution =0, corresponding to the reso-
nance frequency , is not allowed in this case. In the case
m=3, Eq. 17 can be expressed in the form ˜ −12˜
+1Un+1˜ =0 ∀n, leading to the solutions ˜ = 	1,
−
1
2 
⇒= 	0,1,
1
2 
. Therefore, we get additional values
corresponding to the frequencies 3
−0 and 3
+30.
Making use of Eq. 10 one has gn,n+1−
1
2 =2 cos2n
+1 /3, so that we get two possible transfer integral values
n,n+13
−= t01−3	0
2 /2c and n,n+13
+= t01−	0
2 /2
d.
Analogously proceeding we can obtain the resonant fre-
quencies for any arbitrary value of the correlation length. In
Table II the results corresponding to the values m=1 to m
=6 are explicitly listed. By inspecting this table several con-
clusions can be drawn. In the first place, the different reso-
nance configurations can be classified according to the cor-
relation length parity in a natural way. Thus, all even
solutions share the value ˜ =1 i.e., 
−
and + stemming
from the condition Tk˜ =Tk+1˜  ∀k, whereas all the odd
solutions share the values ˜ =1 i.e., , −, and +
stemming from the condition Uk˜ =0 ∀k. In addition to
these common solutions one also gets some specific fre-
quency values for each m2 value, which are determined by
the presence of certain polynomial factors in Eq. 17. The
transfer integral values corresponding to these specific fre-
quencies are listed in Table III. We note that some of these
specific frequencies can be shared by several m values, de-
pending on the existence or not of common prime factors
among the considered m values for instance, 3
 frequencies
appear for both m=3 and m=6. We also note that, as the
value of the correlation length is progressively increased the
number of available specific frequencies also grows. There-
fore, the dynamical complexity arising from charge-lattice
coupling effects is directly related to the relative importance
of long-range correlation effects in DNA duplexes.
For each frequency listed in Table III one has a specific
DNA spatial configuration resulting from its related helical
standing wave. In order to visualize the corresponding pat-
terns we will assume that, for small enough relative displace-
ments, the Euclidean distance between two neighboring
bases can be expressed as dn,n1n,n1.32 Making
use of the basic relationship dn,n1
2 hn,n1
2 +R0
2n,n1
2
, along
with Eq. 9, one gets hn,n1=h01+gn,n1˜ , and
n,n1=01+gn,n1˜ . In Table IV we list the
geometrical parameters of interest for each resonance fre-
quency. On the other hand, Eq. 13 can be rewritten in the
form
˜n,n1 = t01 − 	
c2
hn,n1
2  . 18
Since 	 takes on positive values, the sign of ˜n,n1 is
determined by the value of the bp interplanar distance
hn,n1. Only when such a distance is small enough one
obtains positive values for the transfer integrals, otherwise
˜n,n1 takes on negative values. Accordingly, favorable un-
favorable overlapping conditions are related to positive
negative values of the transfer integrals, respectively. In
fact, by inspecting Tables III and IV we see that the largest
positive value of ˜n,n+1 labeled k is obtained for a very tight
configuration of neighboring bps, whereas such bps are quite
distant from one another in the configuration corresponding
to the largest negative value of ˜n,n+1 labeled b. For inter-
TABLE II. The resonance conditions given by Eq. 17, properly factorized in terms of Chebyshev polynomials Uk˜  and Tk˜ , are
listed along with their related frequency values solutions for the correlation length values m=1–6. The presence of 1+5 /2 the
so-called golden mean is directly related to the decagonal symmetry of the B-DNA equilibrium configuration with respect to its helical axis.
For more details see the text.
m Equation 17 ˜   /0 m Equation 17 ˜   /0
1 ˜ −1Un=0 1 0,1 0,2 ,2 2 Tn+2=Tn+1 1 1 0,2
3 ˜ −12˜ +1Un+1=0 1 0,1 0,2 ,2 4 ˜ Tn+3−Tn+2=0 1 1 0,2
−
1
2 
1
2 1 ,3 0 
2
2
22
5 ˜ −14˜ 2+2˜ −1Un+2=0 1 0,1 0,2 ,2 6 4˜ 2−1Tn+4−Tn+3=0 1 1 0,2
−

2 
−1
2  ,
1+−2 − 12 
1
2 1 ,3
−1
2 

2 
−1
,1+2 + 12 
3
2
23
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mediate ˜n,n+1 values one correspondingly obtains inter-
mediate packing degrees.
Making use of the geometrical data listed in Table IV the
main features of several helical standing waves are illustrated
in Figs. 2–4. By properly combining the information con-
tained in both the cross-section and axial projection views
shown in these figures one can generate a cylindrical lattice
where each nucleobase plays the role usually ascribed to the
distribution of botanical elements primordia, leaves over
the plant stem in botanical studies of phyllotaxis. In this way,
for every standing wave characterized by its resonance fre-
quency, we obtain a specific DNA phyllotactic pattern, de-
scribing the helical arrangement of the nucleobases along the
duplex chain.
By inspecting Fig. 2 one sees that the helical pattern cor-
responding to the frequency 3
−
=0 is considerably simpler
than that corresponding to the frequency 3
+30. The
spatial period of the standing wave corresponding to 3
+ P
=10 bps, H /H0=0.989 is slightly shorter than that corre-
sponding to the B-DNA unit cell in its equilibrium configu-
ration, H0=3.4 nm, whereas the period of the standing wave
corresponding to 3
− P=6 bps, H /H0=0.489 is even
shorter than H0 /2. We note that the frequency 3
− coincides
with a single bp natural frequency 0, so that we also have a
mechanical resonance condition in this particular case, lead-
ing to the singular configuration of collapsing bps dimers
i.e., hn,n+1=0 at certain locations e.g., n=0,3 ,6 , . . . ,. Ac-
cordingly, this is not a representative physical instance of the
kind of standing waves we are interested in. The helical pat-
TABLE III. Periods of the resonance frequencies and transfer integral values given by Eq. 13 for
different resonance frequencies. The estimated ˜ values listed in the last column are obtained by adopting
the model parameter values listed in Table I. For more details see the text.
m  label  /0
T
ps ˜ label ˜ / t0
˜
eV
1–5 + 2 4.9 a 1 +0.150
1, 3, 5  2 6.9 0 1−	02 −0.023
1–5 
−
0 b 1−2	0
2
−0.196
3 3
− 1 9.8 c 1− 32	0
2
−0.109
3 3
+ 3 5.7 d 1− 12	02 +0.063
4 4
+ 2+2 5.3 e 1− 2−22 	02 +0.099
4 4
− 2−2 12.8 f 1− 2+22 	02 −0.145
5 5,1
− 1+2 5.1 g 1− 22 	02 −0.076
5 5,1
+ −1 15.9 h 1− 3−2 	0
2 +0.031
5 5,2
+ 1+−2 8.3 k 1− 2−2 	02 +0.117
5 5,2
−  6.1 l 1− 2+2 	0
2
−0.163
TABLE IV. Geometrical parameters defining the helical stand-
ing waves shown in Figs. 2–4. For more details see the text.
˜
˜n,n+1
eV 1+gn,n+1
hn,n+1
nm
n,n+1
deg
b −0.196 2 0.481 50.9
l −0.163 2+2 0.457 48.4
f −0.145 2+22 0.444 47.0
c −0.109 3 /2 0.416 44.1
g −0.076 2 0.389 41.2
h +0.031 3−2 0.283 29.9
d +0.063  12 0.240 25.5
e +0.099 2−22 0.184 19.5
k +0.117 2−2 0.149 15.7
0, 1, 3, 4, 6
2
5
0, 1 2 3, 4 6, 7 9, 105 8m=3
m=3
0, 4, 6, 10
5, 8
7, 9
2
1, 3
0ω
03 ω
P = 6
a a ac ccc
0 1 3 7 105 8
P = 10
2 4 6 9
d ddb b d ddb b
489.0
0
=H
H
989.0
0
=H
H
FIG. 2. Axial projection on the left and cross-section projec-
tion on the right of the helical standing waves corresponding to
the frequencies 3
−
=0 and 3
+
=30 for a resonance correlation
length m=3. For the sake of clarity the small circles representing
the nucleotides are not included in the cross-section view. The bps
interplanar distances hn,n+1 and the relative twist angles n,n+1, cor-
responding to the successively numbered bps, are listed in Table IV.
The numbers indicate the order of appearance of successive nucle-
otides along the helical strand. The letters label the different transfer
integral values listed in Table III. The period of the helical standing
wave is measured by P in bps, H is its length along the helical
axis and H0=10h0 is the axial length of the B-DNA form unit cell in
equilibrium. For more details see the text.
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tern corresponding to the frequency 3
+30, on the con-
trary, nicely illustrates the main feature stemming from the
phonon-correlated orbital overlapping resonance. This fea-
ture is highlighted by the horizontal dashed lines connecting
the bps labeled 1–3, 4–6, and 7–9 in the bottom panel of Fig.
2, and it describes the fact that, though n and n+2 bps are
not nearest neighbors but are separated by the intervening
n+1 bp, they are exactly located in front of each other
along the helix axis. As a consequence, the distance between
the bps labeled 1–3, 4–6 or 7–9 measured along the helix
axis, namely, 2hd0.480 nm is shorter than that corre-
sponding to their respective nearest neighbors, say 1–2, 2–3,
4–5, 5–6, 7–8, and 8–9, which is measured along the back-
bone instead and amounts to d= l0 /20.499 nm. Since
the orbital overlapping is entirely determined by the dis-
tances between the nucleobases’  orbitals, it results that the
- overlapping between next nearest-neighbors n and n
+2 bps is favored over that corresponding to contiguous n
and n1 bps in this case.49 In this way, the phyllotactic
pattern related to the 3
+ frequency provides a representative
physical instance of the geometrical configuration sketched
in Fig. 1a.
The same - overlapping enhancement due to helical
configuration effects takes place between the bps labeled 2–4
alternatively, 0–2 for the standing waves related to the fre-
quency 4
+ alternatively, 4
−, as it is illustrated in the top
panel of Fig. 3. In this case, the axial distance between n and
n+2 bps is 2he0.368 nm, whereas the backbone distance
between contiguous bps is d= l02−22 0.382 nm. As we
see, the bps forming the trimer 2–3–4 alternatively, 0–1–2
are closely packed, while those forming the trimer 0–1–2
alternatively, 2–3–4 are broadly distributed instead. Such a
succession of alternating tight- and broad-packed trimers is
necessary to preserve the mechanical stability of the duplex
chain over long distances. Two additional features of the
standing waves related to the resonance correlation length
m=4 are: i the spatial period of the corresponding standing
wave is significantly reduced P=4 bps, H /H0=0.369 with
respect to the H /H0 value obtained for the frequency 3
+; and
ii the arrangement of nucleobases along the backbone i.e.,
the phyllotactic pattern for the standing wave corresponding
to the 4
+ frequency is related to that corresponding to the 4
−
frequency by means of a mirror-symmetry operation with
respect to a sagittal plane containing the even numbered bps
see Fig. 3, top panel. An analogous symmetry property
now including a permutation affecting 1 and 3–4 bps is
observed in the phyllotactic patterns related to the helical
standing waves corresponding to the frequencies 10 see
Fig. 3, bottom panel, though the spatial period of the related
standing waves P=5 bps, H /H0=0.435 is longer than that
of the 4
 frequency related ones. Consequently, the tight-
packed 0–1–2 alternatively, 2–3–4–5 bp units extend over
a longer axial distance 2hh=0.566 nm than the previously
considered standing waves, which implies a less pronounced
- overlapping enhancement effect by inspecting Table III
we have hde. Finally, let us consider the helical con-
figurations corresponding to the m=5 resonance correlation
length for the frequencies 1+20 shown in Fig. 4. In this
case the period of the standing waves P=5 bps, H /H0
=0.458 is somewhat longer than that obtained for the fre-
quencies 10, though the most relevant feature is that we
obtain a more complex phyllotactic pattern than the previ-
ously considered ones. In fact, three different transfer cou-
pling values are now present, one of them k=0.117 eV
describing the largest - overlapping value listed in Table
IV. On the other hand, the phyllotactic pattern corresponding
to the 1+20 frequency related standing wave remarkably
differs from that related to the 1+−20 frequency one. In
the former case, we have three consecutive bps namely,
0–1–2 strongly interacting with each other, whereas in the
later case we only have interacting dimers namely, 2–3 and
4–5 instead. In addition, the relative orientation of the
strongly interacting units considerably differs in both cases.
IV. TWIST PHONON COUPLING EFFECTS ON THE
ENERGY SPECTRA
In Sec. III we have learnt that each resonance frequency is
related to a helical standing wave determining a characteris-
0, 2, 4
1
3
0 1 2 43
m=4
m=5
0, 2, 5
3, 4
3, 4
1
1
022 ωω +=
0ωτω =
P = 4
eee eff
0 1 3, 4 1 55 2
P = 5
2 0 3, 4
lalh h l hh
022 ωω −=
1
3
ff
1 2 43
P = 4
0
0
1 ωτω −=
l a
P = 5
369.0
0
=H
H
435.0
0
=H
H
FIG. 3. Color online The same as Fig. 2 for the frequencies
4

=220 top panel and 10 low panel for resonance
correlation lengths m=4 and m=5, respectively. For more details
see the text.
m=5
0, 5
1
0 1 3 5
P = 5
2
kbkg g
m=5
0, 5
3
1
0
21 ωτω +=
0 1 3 4
P = 5
2
gbgk k
5
0
21 ωτω −+=
2
4
2 3
4
4
458.0
0
=H
H
FIG. 4. The same as Figs. 2 and 3 for the frequencies 5

=1+20 for the resonance correlation length m=5. For more
details see the text.
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tic geometrical configuration of the duplex DNA. The corre-
sponding helical patterns exhibit a shortened spatial period
along the helix axis, as compared to that corresponding to the
equilibrium configuration. This stretching originates a local
rearrangement of bps which properly group into alternating
series of either compressed or elongated dimer or trimer
blocks of bps units in order to preserve the mechanical sta-
bility of the whole DNA chain. This geometrical arrange-
ment, in turn, determines a series of possible values for the
transfer integrals describing the - overlapping between
closer bps. In this way, the effective DNA unit cells stem-
ming from twist phonon coupling effects will play a signifi-
cant role in the resulting electronic structure properties and
we will obtain a characteristic band structure for every reso-
nance frequency.
In this section we will perform a systematic study on the
influence of this phonon coupling effect on the electronic
structure of duplex DNA chains. To this end, one can use-
fully exploit the simple mathematical structure of Eq. 12 in
order to use the standard transfer-matrix techniques to prop-
erly analyze a fully three-dimensional, realistic model of du-
plex DNA. By expressing Eq. 12 in the matrix form
n+1
n
 = E − ˜nE˜n,n+1 − ˜n,n−1˜n,n+1
1 0
 nn−1  , 19
the dispersion relation corresponding to a chain of length N
can be obtained from expression
cosqNl0 =
1
2
trMNE, =
1
2
tr
n=N
1
MnE, ,
20
where the local transfer matrices MnE , are given by Eq.
19. According to Eq. 13 for each resonance frequency
value we get a specific distribution pattern of transfer inte-
grals along the chain. For the sake of simplicity, in this work
we shall restrict ourselves to the study of homopolymer sys-
tems i.e., synthetic polyG-polyC or polyA-polyT chains, so
that all the on-site energies given by Eq. 2 take on the same
value. In so doing, the limelight is cast onto lattice coupling
effects rather than on the chemical diversity characteristic of
typical biological DNA samples, where four different nucle-
otides are aperiodically distributed along the chain.50 Thus,
the transfer integrals pattern distributions corresponding to
the correlation lengths m=1 and m=2 are simply described
in terms of a monatomic, one-dimensional effective lattice
model. For m3 the resulting ˜n,n1 distributions result
in richer lattice models, characterized by progressively larger
unit cells, as it is illustrated in Fig. 5. As expected, both the
number of possible ˜n,n1 values and the complexity of
the effective lattice unit cell progressively increases as m
increases. Making use of Eq. 20 one obtains the dispersion
relations listed in Table V, where we have introduced the
auxiliary variable uE−E alternatively, uE−E for
polyA-polyT chains. The corresponding energy spectra are
plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 and relevant information about the
electronic structure is listed in Tables VI and VII. The spec-
tra have been derived from the dispersion relations listed in
Table V, making use of the model parameters and transfer
integral values listed in Tables I and III, respectively. The
overall structure of these spectra consists of two regions of
allowed energy bands separated by a relatively broad gap of
about =6.3–6.4 eV width. The high energy region of the
spectra, located around the energy value E6.46 eV, is re-
lated to the sugar-phosphate DNA subsystem, whereas the
low energy region, centered around the value E−0.49 eV,
is related to the nucleobase DNA subsystem.43,51 In the equi-
librium configuration the electronic spectrum is composed of
two relatively broad bands. Due to the lattice coupling ef-
fects, both bands are split in a number of narrower subbands.
The number of the resulting subbands is given by the reso-
nance correlation length value, m. Accordingly, the longer
the correlation length, the larger the fragmentation degree of
the electronic spectrum due to vibrational effects. The pres-
a b
c c
d d
a
b
f f
f f
e e
e e
a
a
b
b
h h
l l
k k
g g
l l
hh
g g
k k
m=2
m=3
m=4
m=5
FIG. 5. Color online Effective one-dimensional lattice unit
cells corresponding to the different - overlapping resonance con-
figurations of duplex DNA for correlation length values m=2–5.
The values of the different transfer integrals labeled in the figure are
listed in Tables III and IV. For more details see the text.
0
-0.495
6.466
∆=6.31
6.455
∆=6.447
-0.483
EQUILIBRIUM ω-3 ω+3 ω±4
∆=6.462 ∆=6.413
FIG. 6. Color online Electronic energy spectra for several
resonance frequencies are compared to that corresponding to the
equilibrium B-DNA form of polyG-polyC. The numbers indicate
energy values in eV.
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ence of these subbands should not be regarded as indicating
a purely bandlike transport mechanism, since the subbands
closer to the Fermi level are too narrow to play the major
role in charge transport. In addition, we observe that: i the
value of the main gap between the top of the valence band
and the bottom of the conduction band slightly increases as a
consequence of the fragmentation from =6.31 eV equilib-
rium configuration to 6.45 eV m=3, =6.41 m=4,
and 6.45 eV m=5, and ii the distance between the
top of the valence band and the Fermi level also increases
0.090.12 eV as compared to the equilibrium con-
figuration value 0.03 eV due to dynamical effects.
Thus, twist coupled, - overlapping resonance effects do
not significantly improve charge-transport efficiency, though
the orchestrated nature of the helical waves propagating
along the DNA prevents the conductivity degradation which
will occur in the presence of incoherent thermal fluctuations
alone.
The overall electronic band structure is not qualitatively
affected by the choice of the transfer integral value in a
TABLE V. Dispersion relations given by Eq. 20 for the unit cells corresponding to the - overlapping correlation lengths m=1–5 see
Fig. 5. The different possible values of the transfer integrals  j ˜n,n+1 for a given unit cell are listed in Table III. B
6 j1
2 +3 j2
2 + j3
2
3A and
A=4 j3−36 j1
2 +9 j2
2 +2 j3
2 +12i38 j12 4 j14 +6 j12  j22 −4 j12  j32 +3 j24 +5 j22  j32 + j34 + j24  j32 −4 j22 . For more details see the text.
m Dispersion relation  j  /0 Band edges
1, 2 u=2 cosql0 a /b /0 2 ,0 ,2 u=2 j
3 u3−u2
2+21
2=21
22 cos3ql0 c a
d b
1
3
u=− j2
u =
 j2   j22 + 8 j12
2
u= j2
u =
−  j2   j22 + 8 j12
2
4 u4−2u22
2+1
2+21
22
2
=21
22
2 cos4ql0 e , f 22 u=0, u=2 j22 + j12 
u=2 j1, 2 j2
5 uu
4
−u23
2+22
2+21
2+21
23
2+2
2+2
4
=21
22
23 cos5ql0
h l a
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1
1+2
u = −
 j3
2

1
2
 j32 + 4 j22
u =
3 A + 4B + 2 j3
6
u = −
3 A + 4B − 4 j3  i3
3 A − 4B
12
u =
 j3
2

1
2
 j32 + 4 j22
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3 A + 4B − 2 j3
6
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3
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0
-0.109
-0.874
-0.131
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-0.896
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-0.856
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EQUILIBRIUM ω-3 ω+3 ω±4 ω+5,2 ω-5,2 ω-5,1 ω+5,1
FIG. 7. Color online Electronic energy spectra for several
resonance frequencies are compared to that corresponding to the
equilibrium B-DNA form of polyG-polyC in the energy window
close to the Guanine on-site energy energy reference value. The
numbers indicate the energy values in eV of the top and bottom
edges of the spectra.
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significant way. The value t0=0.15 eV listed in Table I is
about twice the average value t=0.07 eV describing the
intrastrand coupling of purine nucleobases, as derived from
quantum mechanical-molecular dynamics calculations.10
Keeping in mind the wide fluctuations of this coupling
around its mean value,5–9 the adopted t0 can be regarded as a
quite representative one, small enough as compared to the
optimal transfer integral value t=0.37 eV establishing the
maximum physically acceptable value for this parameter. We
have checked that the width of the different bands in the
electronic spectrum linearly scales with the transfer integral
value within the interval t t t. For the sake of illustra-
tion in Table VIII we list the bandwidth dependence on the
adopted t0 value for the lower energy spectrum region corre-
sponding to the frequencies 3

. By inspecting this table we
see that most bandwidths are wider enough to be of physical
TABLE VI. Allowed bands locations Ei and bandwidths Wi in the energy spectrum of a polyG-polyC
duplex for the resonance frequencies corresponding to the correlation lengths m=2–4.
Band center
eV 
−
+
Bandwidth
meV 
−
+
m=2
E1 −0.503 −0.495 W1 1212 931
E2 +6.475 +6.466 W2 478 366
m=3
3
− 3
+ 3
− 3
+
E1 −0.796 −0.820 W1 155 57
E2 −0.484 −0.483 W2 300 109
E3 −0.181 −0.158 W3 145 53
E4 +6.339 +6.330 W4 54 20
E5 +6.455 +6.454 W5 118 43
E6 +6.581 +6.590 W6 64 24
m=4
4
 4

E1 −0.842 W1 70
E2 −0.593 W2 221
E3 −0.375 W3 216
E4 −0.138 W4 65
E5 +6.309 W5 3
E6 +6.412 W6 83
E7 +6.498 W7 88
E8 +6.599 W8 29
TABLE VII. Allowed bands locations Ei and bandwidths Wi in the energy spectrum of a polyG-polyC duplex for the resonance
frequencies corresponding to the correlation length m=5.
Band center
eV 5,2
+ 5,2
− 5,1
− 5,1
+
Bandwidth
meV 5,2
+ 5,2
− 5,1
− 5,1
+
E1 −0.887 −0.888 −0.849 −0.852 W1 15 4 31 7
E2 −0.638 −0.655 −0.720 −0.720 W2 101 19 73 17
E3 −0.483 −0.483 −0.483 −0.483 W3 170 30 81 19
E4 −0.331 −0.314 −0.252 −0.252 W4 97 18 69 16
E5 −0.096 −0.096 −0.131 −0.128 W5 13 3 29 7
E6 +6.307 +6.307 +6.320 +6.319 W6 5 1 11 3
E7 +6.395 +6.389 +6.365 +6.365 W7 37 7 26 6
E8 +6.454 +6.454 +6.454 +6.454 W8 67 12 32 7
E9 +6.516 +6.523 +6.549 +6.549 W9 41 8 30 7
E10 +6.618 +6.619 +6.602 +6.604 W10 6 2 13 3
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significance as compared to typical vibrational energy scales
within the range 10–25 meV.
Finally, we note that the time scale corresponding to the
resonance frequencies see Table III spans from T5.1 ps
for 5,1
−  to T15.9 ps for 5,1+ , reasonably fitting the
characteristic 5–10 ps decay process time constant previ-
ously reported from spectroscopy experiments.22,23 Accord-
ingly, the time period of the standing waves related to the
collective twist motion of the bps and the experimentally
determined charge-transfer rates occur on comparable time
scales. This result is in line with detailed numerical analysis
on the kinetics of charge transfer in donor-bridge-acceptor
systems in which electronic coupling can fluctuate in time
due to the torsional motion of adjacent structural units rela-
tive to each other.7
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we report on the emergence of helicoidal
standing waves in the DNA duplex due to synchronized, col-
lective twist motions of the bps which can efficiently en-
hance the - orbital overlapping between nonconsecutive
bps via a long-range, phonon-correlated tunneling effect. The
resulting structural patterns can be described within the
framework of dynamical phyllotaxis, so that for every stand-
ing wave characterized by its resonance frequency, we obtain
a specific DNA phyllotactic pattern, describing the helical
arrangement of the nucleobases along the duplex chain.
To this end, we have expressed charge-lattice interaction
in terms of nearest-neighbor tight-binding equations describ-
ing the propagation of the charge through an effective linear
lattice for certain frequency values, providing a realistic
treatment which takes into account both the intrinsic three-
dimensional, helicoidal geometry of DNA, and the coupling
between the electronic degrees of freedom and duplex DNA
low frequency molecular dynamics. The corresponding ef-
fective transfer integrals include both helicoidal and dynami-
cal effects in an intertwined fashion, allowing for a unified
treatment of charge-lattice coupled dynamics in a fully ana-
lytical way in terms of Chebyshev polynomials.
In this way, we disclose the relationship between a num-
ber of - overlapping resonance frequencies and the main
features of the resulting DNA electronic band structure. A
remarkable result regarding twist motion effects is that we
can assign a characteristic electronic structure to each reso-
nance frequency. Since these frequencies also determine a
series of possible DNA configurations stemming from certain
helical standing-waves patterns, we have the possibility of
assigning such conformational structures to the electronic
structure of the DNA chain in a direct and precise way. Such
a link could have far-reaching consequences in order to re-
late electronic properties of nucleic acids to shape recogni-
tion processes of metabolic interest v. g., protein-DNA bind-
ing at a molecular scale.51,52
Another remarkable feature is that the fragmented nature
of the energy spectrum gives rise to the presence of two
different energy scales in the DNA band structure due to the
main band fragmentation induced via twist coupling. Thus,
we have a large energy scale within the range 6.5 eV
determined by the width of the wide gap among the main
bands, respectively, related to the nucleobases and sugar-
phosphate subsystems. In addition, we also have a small en-
ergy scale ranging from about 0.25–0.02 eV related to the
presence of several narrow gaps in the spectra of resonant
helical modes. The presence of these small activation ener-
gies in the electronic structure brings an additional mecha-
nism in order to explain the anomalous absorption feature
observed at low 10–100 meV energies in optical conduc-
tivity spectra of biological DNA samples.53,54
Some words regarding the possible effect of the water-
counterions surrounding on the collective twist motion of
bps are in order. Broadly speaking these effects are twofold.
On the one hand, both the on-site energies and the transfer
integrals values could be changed as a consequence of the
interaction of the sugar-phosphate and nucleobase sub-
systems with water molecules. On the other hand, viscous
damping effects along with an enhancement of the bp effec-
tive mass should be introduced in the lattice Hamiltonian.
According to detailed quantum chemical-molecular dynam-
ics calculations the fluctuation of counterions are strongly
counterbalanced by the surrounding water, leading to large
oscillations of the on-site energies. In contrast, the transfer
integral couplings depend only on DNA conformation and
are not significantly affected by the solvent.21 Therefore, one
should not expected a relevant influence of the environment
on the reported bandwidths, which are mainly determined by
the transfer integral values, though the precise location of the
bands would be probably affected by the on-site energy
modulation. Within our adopted approach such a modulation
could be readily incorporated into the renormalized on-site
energies describing the Watson-Crick energetics given by Eq.
2. In fact, the study of a possible competition between on-
site energy fluctuations arising from environmental effects
favoring localization of charge and the existence of off-
diagonal correlations in the electronic Hamiltonian stemming
from the - orbital overlapping mechanism presented in
this work would be a very appealing issue deserving further
study, particularly in the light of the recent results reporting
on the crucial role of correlated fluctuations of the bps dy-
namics in the Landauer conductance of DNA chains.55 Re-
garding the lattice Hamiltonian one expects that damping
effects are not very important, particularly for chains con-
TABLE VIII. Dependence of the low energy bandwidths Wi in
meV on the adopted transfer integral value t in eV in the energy
spectrum of a polyG-polyC duplex for the resonance frequencies
3

.
3
− bandwidth t=0.07 t=0.15 t=0.30
W1 71 155 319
W2 140 300 599
W3 70 145 277
3
+ bandwidth t=0.07 t=0.15 t=0.30
W1 26 57 117
W2 51 109 219
W3 25 53 100
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taining less than 103 bps.56 Thus, the main dynamical effect
on the collective twist motion is expected to arise from the
effective-mass enhancement of the bps, leading to a relative
increase in the resonance frequencies by just a few percent.
As a final remark we note that most quasiperiodic systems
also exhibit highly fragmented, fractal-like energy spectra.41
In the case of DNA chains grown according to the Fibonacci
sequence, the main features of the fragmentation pattern
have been ascribed to the presence of long-range spatial cor-
relations of nucleobases under static conditions.57 Thus, the
analysis of possible competing effects between energy spec-
tra fragmentation schemes arising from an aperiodic distri-
bution of on-site energies in the nucleobase subsystem, on
the one hand, and fragmentation patterns stemming from
charge-lattice coupling dynamical effects in synthetic Fi-
bonacci DNA, on the other hand, would be a very appealing
issue to be considered in a forthcoming extension of this
work.
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